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 Equity: A Natural Next Step in the 
Role of Cities 
A number of factors are converging to make 
many American cities more capable and 
sophisticated in nurturing healthy regional 
economies as well as the economic and social 
capacities of their residents. Cities increasingly 
are working to foster the conditions that lead to 
economic mobility, a vital component of broader 
efforts to create a more equitable society. 
Those concerted efforts to promote economic 
mobility constitute a logical next step in the 
evolution of cities. 

Cities and their municipal governments have 
been an integral part of American progress 
since the founding years of the nation. Early in 
American history cities such as Boston and New 
York assumed important roles as centers of 
commerce, ports of trade, and staging areas for 
the immigrant populations that swelled the 
nation’s population. From the early to mid-
1800’s, city governments organized themselves 
to provide basic municipal services such as 
police and fire security, streets maintenance, 
sanitation, and water distribution. By the latter 
years of the nineteenth century, city 
governments were using the latest engineering 
techniques to design flood control projects, 
construct ports, plan parks, establish libraries, 
and build educational institutions, including 
public schools and colleges. 

As the twentieth century dawned, city 
governments directly addressed a new range of 
issues related to their increasing populations. 
Many were spurred by reformers who called 
attention to the squalor of urban living 
conditions and built basic housing to replace the 
poorly built and unhealthy tenements that 
crowded many city neighborhoods. And with the 
advent of the New Deal and its strategy of 
stimulating the economy by public investment in 
massive public improvements, city governments 
joined the federal government to provide public 
housing and build large-scale public works in 
cities, as urban water reservoirs, recreation 
areas, and thruways to facilitate the movement 
of motorized traffic. During the Great 
Depression, cities became full partners with the 

federal government in 
the nation’s first equity 
agenda and became 
the tip of the spear for 
programs to generate 
employment and ensure 
new social safety nets.  

Following World War II 
city governments participated in the growth of 
the American economy through innovations in 
local economic development. City governments 
invested in massive convention centers, sports 
stadiums and in the strengthening of urban 
downtowns, extending mass transit via rail and 
subway systems, and explicitly spurring urban 
development through urban renewal. 

But as the nation’s economy began to 
deindustrialize in the 1960’s and manufacturing 
plants left urban core areas, policy makers, 
scholars, and the media declared an “urban 
crisis”. The civil rights movement drew attention 
to the racial dimensions of the urban 
transformation as poverty became more 
concentrated; neighborhoods were segregated 
by race; and jobs and wages in cities declined. 

President Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society 
initiatives committed to a wide range of human 
services programs which, though they were 
initiated and funded at the federal level, 
required city governments and nonprofit 
organizations to deliver the programs at the 
local level. The Johnson Administration declared 
a War on Poverty in urban and rural 
communities. The scope of its human services 
programs was broad, including early child 
development, job training, K-12 education 
assistance, health clinics, and senior programs.  

Since the Great Society, significant change has 
taken place in the funding channels for 
programs with equity objectives. Some 
programs rely on local governmental budgets, 
principally from city and county governments, 
school districts, and community colleges. State 
governments have been participants in equity 
programs, particularly through their departments  
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HIGHLIGHTS  

36 states realized an increase 
in job growth rates from the 
previous quarter. 

California’s annual average 
unemployment rate dropped 
slightly from last quarter to 
4.8 percent. 

California’s leading index 
ranked second overall. 
Economic conditions will most 
likely improve within the next 
quarter. 
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of health and education. The federal government is a major 
source of funding for human services programs through the 
specific channels, or silos, of the cabinet departments. 
Philanthropic foundations have played major roles over the 
years in supporting new approaches to the delivery of human 
services. Corporate partnerships for child care, youth  
programs, and educational interventions have expanded the 
funds available for needed human services in communities. The 
combination of these commitments represents financial 
resources and human energies available for local equity 
programs coming through many channels of distribution. 

But while such programs are active and diverse, their 
fragmentation hampers the ability of cities to address widening 
inequality. Within both government and the nonprofit sector, 
services are generally delivered through silos according to the 
nature of federal funding streams, and the local traditions of 
delivery organizations. They are not driven by comprehensive 
responses to changing urban demographics, evolving economic 
forces, or the deep underlying needs of the urban poor. 

Such delivery systems too often do not respond to the nature of 
poverty itself, which can be addressed only through long-term 
commitments—even generational commitments—requiring 
organizational stamina to deliver services continually over a long 
period. Unfocused, episodic, and discontinuous efforts are no 
match for the persistence of grinding poverty. Organizations 
acting alone are unable to provide a comprehensive response to 
the complex problems experienced by low-income individuals, 
families, and communities. 

These realities suggest it is necessary to confront the larger 
interwoven context of poverty; urban economies whose high-
skill jobs are a mismatch for the skills of those living in poverty; 
workers displaced as companies downsize or move away; lack of 
affordable housing which results in evictions and increased 
homelessness; lower wages as workers are displaced by 
technology; skills gaps as education and training programs 
falter, and elderly residents whose inadequate retirement 
savings fall short of health care costs. The result is an assault of 
interwoven forces which overwhelm the separate efforts of 
individual antipoverty organizations. 

A constant challenge is inadequate funding, particularly when 
funds are disbursed thinly, unpredictably, inconsistently and 
periodically across poverty problems which are inherently the 
opposite: deep, predictable, consistent and persistent. Federal 
funding is being reduced, local governments face deficits, and 
public support is being undercut by the seeming intractability of 
widening divides between the poor and the prosperous. These 
deficiencies in the disjointed system of offering services 
undermine the ability of the nation to organize a comprehensive 
attack on inequality. The national dialogue of recent years 
concerning widening income inequality has identified profound 
concerns about whether the nation’s present effort is up to 
the task. 

There are strong reasons why cities need to make economic 
mobility a top priority. Cities are uniquely positioned in our inter-
governmental system to facilitate coordination, alignment, 
integration, and expansion of existing services to more 
effectively meet residents’ needs. This approach should be 
grounded in a strategic plan that defines the city’s equity goals 
clearly and includes quantitative targets which allow the city—
and the public—to measure progress. 

Mayor DeBlasio’s Office for Economic Opportunity in New York 
City provides one model for this function. Originated as a 
commission investigating potential approaches for promoting 
economic mobility, the office has grown into a city agency that 
conducts research and program evaluations; designs new 
programs and consults on improvements in existing programs; 
collects data on key equity outcomes, including for an enhanced 
poverty measure; and integrates data across departments. 

Two other mayors stand out for the ways they have elevated 
equity objectives significantly in their administrations. Among his 
many accomplishments as mayor of Atlanta, Kasim Reed 
appointed the city’s first chief equity officer, developed the 
Comprehensive Center for Fathers, and obtained public approval 
for higher taxes to support transportation improvements that 
will improve connectivity in all Atlanta neighborhoods.  

Mayor Duggan of Detroit strives to achieve equity for 
longstanding residents—more than 80 percent of whom are 
African American—who have stayed within the city despite many 
challenging years. All too often residents living in gentrifying 
neighborhoods end up being priced out of their housing just as 
the neighborhood improves. Amidst signs of Detroit’s business 
and entrepreneurial resurgence, Mayor Duggan is helping long-
term residents who want to stay in their homes. 

Among the most difficult dilemmas in American history have 
been those associated with concepts of equality, opportunity, 
equity, social mobility, racial justice, class, and inclusion. The 
words themselves dredge up ancient battles that date to the 
origins of the republic and are no less contentious now. 

America today is more fair, open, and upwardly mobile society 
than ever before. But modern forces such as globalism, 
technology, demographics, and financial and economic shifts 
constantly create new realities. To keep national mechanisms of 
economic integration and social mobility current and relevant to 
these new realities, every contributing sector of society must 
adapt and assume new roles. That includes national and state 
governments, private businesses and nonprofits, churches and 
philanthropies, schools and colleges, and both traditional and 
social media. In this metropolitan nation, it is in cities and urban 
areas where these sectors of our society come together. Perhaps 
now more than ever, in an era of notable city comebacks and 
breakthrough urban growth, the nation can harness the 
momentum of its cities, communities, and regions to ensure that 
we stay the course in our common journey toward building a 
more fair society. 
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• California rose to the upper tier, 
showing an increase of Nonfarm 
payroll jobs by 2.1 percent in  
the 12 months ending December 
2017, ranking 9th among all 
states. 

• California’s rise to the upper tier 
increases the high concentration 
of upper tier states on the west 
coast seen in the previous three 
quarters. 

• Nevada remained the state with 
the highest job growth rate 
consistent with last quarter rising 
to 3.3 percent from 2.8 percent. 

• Overall, the states experienced 
strengthened job growth rates 
from last quarter with 36 states 
realizing an increase in job 
growth rates and only Alaska 
experiencing job losses. 

 

 
 
  

State Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate Highlights 

 

• California’s annual job growth 
rate slowly rose during the 
quarter ending above Arizona and 
the national average. 

• Job growth rates for the United 
States overall remained steady 
throughout the quarter ending   
below the individual states. 

• With slow steady growth in the 
fourth quarter, Nevada continued 
to experience the highest job 
growth rate of the individual 
states.  

• While Oregon saw a slight decline 
in job growth rates in October, 
the state experienced a sharp rise 
in November and December, 
ending second among all states. 
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• Job growth in California’s Service-
Providing sectors, comprising 87 
percent of Nonfarm jobs, realized 
a steady increase in job growth 
rates throughout the fourth 
quarter.  

• Growth in Goods-Producing 
sectors has increased after 
falling at the beginning of the 
quarter, ending significantly 
above Service-Providing and 
Government sectors. 

• Job growth in Government 
sectors saw an increase in the 
beginning of the quarter and 
balanced out by the end of the 
quarter. 

  

California & United States Annual Major Sector Job Growth Rate Highlights 

 

• California’s annual job growth 
rate outpaced the nation in six of 
the 11 major sectors and in total 
Nonfarm job growth, with  
positive job growth in all but two 
sectors. 

• The most robust state job growth 
rates occurred in Construction, 
Information, and Other Services. 

• Consistent with the previous 
quarter, job growth rates in the 
Information industry continue to 
rise from 2.2 percent in  
California to 4.1 percent making  
it the second fastest growing 
industry in the state.  
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• Just under 345,000 Nonfarm jobs 
were added in California in the 
12 months prior to December 
2017. 

• California’s absolute job gains 
were strongest in Educational  
and Health Services, led by 
growth in employment in 
colleges, universities and 
professional schools. 

• The Manufacturing sector 
continued to see job losses in 
California, resulting primarily 
from manufacturing of 
nondurable goods, specifically 
food manufacturing. 

 

  

State Annual Average Unemployment Rate Highlights 

 

• California’s annual average 
unemployment rate dropped 
slightly from last quarter to 4.8 
percent, rising to the lower-
middle tier. 

• High unemployment rates  
have concentrated in the 
southwestern portion of the US  
as Nevada and Arizona fall to the 
lower tier. 

• Nearly 25 percent of unemployed 
Californians have been out of 
work for more than 27 weeks, a 
figure that is still higher than the 
national average of 22 percent.  

• California’s “real” unemployment, 
accounting for underemployed 
and marginally attached workers, 
was 10 percent, also higher than 
the national average of 9 percent. 
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Non-Metropolitan Areas  Highlights 

 

• Alpine County fell from the 
highest job growth metro in the 
previous quarter with job growth 
rates plummeting by over 13 
percent from last quarter 
reflecting potential issues among 
smaller rural communities. 

• Job growth rates in the 
Sacramento metro grew by  
nearly 1 percent rising from the 
lower-middle to upper-middle 
tiers. 

• The San Francisco MSA has 
remained in the upper tier and 
accounted for 8 percent of the 
state’s absolute job growth  
alone and 24 percent when 
combined with the Los Angeles 
MSA, rising back to levels seen 
prior to the third quarter. 

  

California Large MSA Annual Nonfarm Job Growth Rate Highlights 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 

• While many metros saw 
movement during the quarter, all 
six metros ended the third 
quarter consistent with the end  
of the previous quarter. 

• Unlike the other metros, San 
Francisco saw a sharp decline  
in October and November to 
recover in December. 

• California’s annual job growth 
rate remained consistent ending 
in the middle of the six largest 
metros at 1.7 percent. 

• Riverside continued to realize  
job growth rates above those  
of the other major California 
metros throughout the entire 
quarter. 
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Annual Average Unemployment Rate for Metropolitan and  
Non-Metropolitan Areas Highlights 

 

• 31 markets had rates at or below  
6 percent, placing roughly more 
than half of all California markets 
near full employment levels. 

• San Francisco and San Jose 
markets continue to experience  
low unemployment rates, leaving 
most of the Bay Area in the upper 
tier consistent with previous 
quarters. 

• Unemployment rates have 
decreased across all California 
markets and counties from the 
previous quarter. 

  

State Leading Index 2017 Highlights 

 
 

• The State Leading Index indicator 
predicts the six-month growth 
rate of the Coincident Index for 
each state, combining several 
indicators of current conditions. 

• California’s leading index ranked 
second overall in December 2017, 
shooting up from the 38th rank in 
the previous quarter. Economic 
conditions will most likely 
improve within the next quarter. 

  

 

 

• US GDP grew at a robust rate of 
2.6 percent in the fourth quarter 
averaging over 3 percent growth 
for the past year.   

• Steady unemployment rates with 
a sharp increase in average 
wages suggest that the 
tightening jobs market may be 
pulling wages higher.  

Economic trends to follow: 
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